**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

**Softell Textile**


- Process simplification by delivering a colored fabric-like appearance in the injection molded part
- Superior part appearance and soft touch haptics
- Very low gloss and excellent scratch resistance
- Outstanding mechanical property profile comparable to base materials without textile effect

Our *Softell* TKG 300N 1 and *Softell* TKG 2039N 1 can be used in numerous interior applications including upper pillar trim and seat belt guides.

For more information please visit us at lyb.com

Before using a product sold by a company of the LyondellBasell family of companies, users should make their own independent determination that the product is suitable for the intended use and can be used safely and legally. SELLER MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED (INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY WARRANTY) OTHER THAN AS SEPARATELY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN A CONTRACT. LyondellBasell prohibits or restricts the use of its products in certain applications. For further information on restrictions or prohibitions of use, please contact a LyondellBasell representative. Users should review the applicable Safety Data Sheet before handling the product.

*Softell* is a trademark owned and/or used by the LyondellBasell family of companies.
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LyondellBasell: Global Leader in Automotive

- More than 30 years of leadership and innovation in the automotive industry
- Early development and program partnership with OEMs and Tiers
- Local regional resources and manufacturing, coupled with global team coordination aligned by OEM and Tier suppliers
- Global application computer-aided engineering (CAE) and on-site technical/launch support
- Comprehensive global product portfolio and OEM approvals

ABOUT US

LyondellBasell (NYSE: LYB) is one of the largest plastics, chemicals and refining companies in the world. Every day, the 13,000 employees of LyondellBasell work around the clock to reliably and safely deliver the plastics, chemicals, materials, fuels, and technologies that advance solutions to our world’s biggest challenges.

We manufacture at **55** sites across **17** countries. Our products are sold in approximately **100** countries.